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We believe that the best brands are the ones that build digital from the
inside out. We work with our clients to make that a reality by building
strategies, campaigns, and training that empower their teams to
become stronger and more connected to their communities.

WELCOME

For the past seven years, we’ve offered live streaming video consulting
to a few select clients. We first saw live videos as the best way to take
an offline experience and share it online, and over time we’ve
uncovered valuable opportunities to use it to benefit internal
communications, investor relations, product launches, and even
political debates.
Over those years we’ve run into just about every issue, mistake, and
technical difficulty that you can imagine. The list of hard lessons
learned could fill an encyclopedia, so for the purposes of this Playbook
we’ve boiled them all down into 9 essential principles. Each one of
these applies to productions of all sizes and shapes, ranging from selfshot Instagram Live, to full studio broadcasts. The goal here is not to
dictate every detail of your livestream, but to set you on the right path,
guiding you towards the solution that is going to be best for you.
Especially now, at this critical time for brands and communities, we’re
excited to share what we’ve learned because it’s never been more
important for organizations to stay connected to their people.

For nearly all of us, Zoom/Slack/Google/Skype calls have become a
part of daily life. One-on-one meetings have been supplemented by
video calls, and significant travel costs have been avoided because of
the ability to meet and present over video.

1
WHY GO LIVE?

Companies like Google, Electronic Arts, and Hootsuite regularly hold
Town Hall meetings where the senior executives are able to interact in
real-time with employees from across the company, regardless of
geographic location, and present updates, answer questions, or share
news in a much more intimate way than a simple call or recorded
video ever could.
Consumers are already spending almost 100 minutes consuming
online video content per day. Live video gives you an opportunity to
provide some of your unique value to your community in a way that
recorded video never could.
The key is that you must determine that value before launching a live
broadcast because, without it, your stream will be undifferentiated
from the millions of YouTube videos out there. There are already
enough online nutrition tutorials, yoga classes, and decorating tips –
your live video will be valuable because it's timely, because it's
interactive, and because it's personal.
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WHY GO LIVE?

BEFORE YOU GO LIVE,
ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS
—

1. Why is this more valuable live than recorded?
2. What is the unique value that your audience is going to get from
attending this broadcast?
3. How will you hook people’s attention in the fist few minutes?
4. How will you keep people’s attention until the end?

KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE
—

2
DESTINATION

To decide where you publish, you'll need to know who you're
publishing for. You may choose to go with Facebook/Instagram Live or
YouTube Live for broad reach and simplicity, but for private and
confidential events, there's another layer of complexity.
Many organizations will require secure broadcasts, so it is important
that the publishing destination can exist behind a secure gateway.
OTHER POPULAR OPTIONS INCLUDE:

•
•
•

VIMEO
MICROSOFT STREAM
ZOOM

Make it as easy as possible for your audience to join in. Your
destination should be the channel that they’re most familiar with and
will require the least effort to view.

LET YOUR AUDIENCE KNOW

3
DISTRIBUTION

—

If you build it, they will not necessarily come. Let your audience know
when your show will start and how they can watch. Get that word out
in as many places as you can, whether that’s internal email, Slack,
Microsoft Teams, and/or social media.
This is no different than any other live event that you might host. If
you want o people to attend, invite them personally. Let people know
why they should be excited to attend and what value they’ll get when
they do. Use every communications tool available to get the word out,
and then remind people shortly before you’re ready to go live.

4
EQUIPMENT

Equipment can range from a single smartphone all the way up to a
multi-camera, multi-microphone, multi-screen production. Consider
what the best experience is for your production and audience, and put
together a list of essentials.

CONSIDERATIONS
—
•
•
•

NUMBER OF SPEAKERS
NUMBER OF CAMERA ANGLES
ADDITIONAL DISPLAY ELEMENTS (SLIDES, VIDEOS, ETC.)

SINGLE CAMERA SETUP
—
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EQUIPMENT

This is best for social video, or simple, single speaker shows that are no
more than 10 minutes long. You can use a webcam, a single camera
that’s connected to your laptop, or even the camera in your iPhone.

MAKE SURE THAT YOU’VE CONSIDERED THE FOLLOWING:

•
•
•
•
•

Will your camera be able to capture everything that you need in its
frame?
Do you need to add lighting?
Will your camera be able to pickup your audio clearly, or do you
need to add a microphone?
Are your batteries charged and/or plugged in?
Do you have a backup device In case this one fails?

MULTI-CAMERA SETUP
—
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EQUIPMENT

When you’re going to be streaming an interview, a panel, or a single
speaker for more than 10 minutes it’s important that you’re able to
switch between multiple cameras. In those cases, there’s a bit more
complexity, but there are some great hardware options out there that
can make your life much easier. To go live with two or more cameras
you’re going to need, at minimum, one of each of the following:

LIVE SWITCHER DEVICE
POPULAR OPTIONS INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•

BLACKMAGIC ATEM SERIES
ROLAND SWITCHERS
NEWTEK TRICASTER
ACME GO
COMPUTER WITH A VIDEO CARD AND INTERNET CONNECTION

CAMERA(S)
Capable of streaming a pure video feed over HDMI/SDI or USB.

HDMI/SDI/USB CABLE TO CONNECT CAMERA TO LIVE SWITCHER
AUDIO MIXER

5
CREW

With your equipment list built out, you'll then need to staff up. For
quick, simple productions, the whole thing can be done solo with the
help of a PTZ camera and a remote control. For anything that’s more
complex than a single-shot broadcast you’re going to need to pull your
team together.

THIS WILL MOST OFTEN INCLUDE:

•
•
•

One operator per camera
One producer to control publishing the stream, shot selection,
graphics, monitoring live comments, etc.
One audio technician

Ensure that all members of the team are familiar with the the run-ofshow, and communicate with them throughout the production (via
radio or even cell phone conference call) so they are aware of which
camera and mics are live at any given moment.

Many live switchers will come pre-loaded with easy to use production
software, but there are many third-party options to choose from.
POPULAR OPTIONS INCLUDE:
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SETUP

•
•
•
•

LIVESTREAM STUDIO
VMIX
WIRECAST
DACAST

Load your preferred software, and then plug in all of the inputs
(cameras, mics, slides, videos, etc.) and confirm that the feeds are
showing up in the switcher.
Set up your stage, position your cameras, and assign your mics. Colour
correct all cameras to ensure consistency from every angle, balance
audio levels, load slides/videos/etc.
Select the publishing destination (YouTube Live, Vimeo, Microsoft
Stream, etc.)

7
CONNECTION

To live publish a stable live streaming video at 720P you need, at
minimum, 5MBPS upload speed. However, you should never run a
production with only 5mbps up. Because of the variability of internet
connections, and the fact that you don’t have the benefit of video
buffering, we strongly recommend a minimum of 50MBPS stable
upload speed. To test your upload speed, use Speedtest.net three times
and take the lowest number that it gives you. That is what you should
consider your reliable connection speed.
Whenever possible, the connection should be made through a
dedicated ethernet cable to ensure network stability.
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TEST

(AND TEST AND TEST)

Testing is maybe the most important element of all of this. Even the
most seasoned television broadcasters know that things can always go
wrong. Technology is not foolproof.
Set up and test as far in advance as possible. Ensure cameras,
microphones, music, streaming quality, transition effects, graphics,
etc. are all running smoothly. Do dry runs to ensure everyone knows
the run of show.
Then do all of that again. It is extremely difficult to troubleshoot
during a live broadcast, so being able to confirm that your show is as
prepared as possible can relieve a lot of stress.

Congratulations, you made it! It’s showtime.
You have your audience primed and excited to watch and your crew is
ready to roll. Hit that big Stream button and go Live.

9
PUBLISHING

WHILE YOU’RE STREAMING, KEEP AN EYE ON A FEW THINGS:

•
•

Is your connection stable? Most platforms will let you know how
healthy the stream is.
How many viewers are connected? This is not only an indicator of
how engaged people are with the show, but can also signal issues
with the stream if you suddenly see dozens of people drop off.

Everything we’ve shared so far has been about getting the technical
details right – during the stream is where the creativity comes in. Use
the live switcher to choose the most compelling shot at any given
moment. Go wide for context, and get close ups to build a connection
with the speaker and content. Try not to switch shots too often or
you’ll leave the audience feeling disoriented. Use graphic overlays to
introduce speakers, and switch to prepared slides and videos to create
another layer of engaging content.

DIGITAL
FROM THE
INSIDE OUT

PUT OUR EXPERIENCE TO WORK
—

Live streaming video is about so much more than just the show. We're
here to help figure out which solution is right for you, how it can solve
real business problems, and how it fits with your overall strategy.
HELLO@WEAREJUNCTION.COM
604-505-0444

STAY IN THE
LOOP

Every Monday we send The
Brief - it’s a quick, thoughtful
email about what’s happening
in digital, what you should (or
shouldn’t) be paying attention
to, and why it matters.
SIGN UP HERE

